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Visiting computer centers every year, you hear the same thing: "This model is 
already outdated, a year has passed, what do you want?"

And only in the treatment of a person, nothing changes, the same hormones, 
antibiotics, antispasmodics, vitamins, etc., their names change, but the essence is the 
same.

Why?
Because a person is still an unexplored particle of space. The processes 

taking place inside the body are a great mystery in which the energy of the cosmos 
controls the physical body, organs according to laws unknown to us. During the 
period of its existence, humanity has not been able to understand its essence. We 
see only the physical body, and its other essence - energy - is hidden from us - 
hence the difficulty in treatment. We treat the physical body, we even remove the 
diseased organ by surgery, and the person remains sick as he was. We still do not 
know which symptom can be treated, and which one is better not to touch - 
powerful failures in the body will go and the onset of an exacerbation will not lead 
to an improvement in the condition, on the contrary, to a deepening of the 
pathological process (to the joints, bone tissue, heart, brain). In this regard, 
homeopathy, the method of R. Voll and bioresonance therapy (in the hands of 
competent specialists they work in the same way, according to the same principles 
and laws), managed to break out into the realm of the supernatural. Hahnemann 
philosophized that a substance, diluted to infinity, will always contain SOMETHING, 
which will never turn into NOTHING. This means that a substance can be 
potentiated infinitely, and it will always work if foundsimilia similibus curantur. In 
the last years of his life, Hahnemann preferred high potency preparations. But now 
homeopaths have begun to work with the 1M potencies, which can only be 
prescribed by likeness and once.

The Law of Similars is the only fundamental principle of homeopathy that 
operates at the energetic level (not at the level of physical organs).

It is possible to treat with different potencies: low and high - they all have a 
right to exist, in some cases of an acute serious condition of the patient it is better 
to use low potencies.

The main guide to finding similarities is the Materia Mediсa, which describes 
the medicinal pathogenesis of homeopathic remedies. But they have a large 
number of similar symptoms. The seemingly correctly chosen drug does not give a 
therapeutic effect.

And doctors go for a whiter, easier way of recruiting - according to nosology. 
But the nosological unit is only a part of the diagnosis, and the therapeutic effect of 
such a drug is symptomatic.

Recently, many homeopathic remedies have appeared without pathogenesis 
at all. The temptation to use them is great. And here the help of the biotensor, the 
Voll method, and, in part, the vegetative resonance test is invaluable. These 
methods help to find a similar drug with great accuracy. The way out of the disease 
in patients is varied, unpredictable. There is a powerful "scroll" of diseases until the 
state normalizes within a few months. With regard to the selection
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medication by the method of vegetative resonance test, some caution should be 
observed: the less extraneous information (in the form of filter ampoules, 
ampoules-indicators, etc.) is introduced into the body, the more accurately it is 
possible to come up with such a drug.

The bioresonance preparation, created on the apparatus of the company 
"IMEDIS", creates a similar preparation in the very first session, the effect of which 
begins to manifest itself here at the session, significantly alleviating the condition 
of a sick person. During the first 2-3 months, the drug manifests itself as an 
excellent drainage drug that removes a large amount of toxins from the body, 
judging by changes in administration. It's all about the art of mastering the R. Voll 
method and bioresonance therapy. In homeopathy they also say: "There is no bad 
homeopathy, there are bad homeopaths."

Heredity and past diseases leave pathological traces in the body that cannot 
be studied.

Hering discovered 200 years ago that pathology from the body should go in 
order, back to its appearance. The body is a powerful computer
a biosystem that knows how to rid its owner of pathology. But doctors constantly 
clog this self-regulating system, and the body cannot throw out what prevents it 
from living. The body begins to adapt to the disease, seeks balance, usually for 
years and finds a state where the body can live and the disease exists. Doctors call 
this condition a chronic illness. For example, with bronchial asthma, a person 
suffocates, it is hard for him, but he lives, with ulcerative processes in the stomach, 
intestines, he suffers from pain, but he lives, even goes to work.

The human body is like a trap, everything that gets inside, settles there 
forever (illness, stress, medicines, etc.), acquiring new pathologies over the years. 
Hereditary diseases are transmitted in the form of pathological fluctuations, but 
they are so small that modern equipment does not catch them. Hence the 
difficulties in treatment.

Finding the true similarity is difficult, but determining the rhythm and duration 
of a medication is an even more difficult problem.

The main criterion is the patient's response to the drug. It is necessary to observe 
this reaction, to understand it. In this case, it is important that the movement of pathology 
in the body proceeds according to Hering's laws.

OPTIONS OF REACTIONS
1 One dose of medicine (homeopathic or bioresonance) - positive dynamics, 

vitality (according to Hahnemann) awakened. Repeated medication will even harm 
the patient.

2. The pathology stops when the drug is stopped, although the doctor
sees no need to change it. The medication should be repeated if the state of health 
worsens.

3. Improvement of the patient's well-being begins only after prolonged
taking the medicine if there was no visible reaction after the first doses. Treatment 
is prescribed for a long period in rare doses, once every 3-4-5-6 months. A new 
trick is for deterioration. 4. Pathology becomes uncontrollable in a situation of 
frequent admissions, especially with combined and complex treatment. A break in 
admission is necessary and then re-evaluate the case.
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5. Exotic cases where the patient on his own
for years he has been taking a homeopathic or bioresonance drug, does not want to give it 
up. In this case, the pathology that was treated does not return, new symptoms inherent in 
the pathogenesis of the drug do not arise. These are complex cases and are resolved in 
different ways, depending on the patient's personality, experience and the doctor's skill.

To feel confident in patient management, you need to know the drug 
exacerbations, which are easier to track if the doctor uses unicist practice.

THREE TYPES OF DRUGS
1. Strengthening the painful phenomena that the patient had at the time

coming to
to the doctor.

2. The appearance of painful phenomena that did not exist at the time of coming to
to the doctor, but

which were noted with him earlier.
3. The appearance of painful phenomena that the patient has never had before

was, but
which correspond to his weak organismal links and, as a rule, are available 
in the patient's relatives.

Having prescribed a homeopathic or resonant drug, you will have to 
wait several days, months. DRUG IS ONLY STIMULUS,
STARTING THE VITAL FORCE REACTION. While the healing reaction develops, 
any intervention in the form of repeated techniques is unacceptable, it will 
destroy the self-medication that has begun. No medicine can cure a person. 
The patient must heal himself.
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